Abstract: Accountability (aka. Non-repudiation, or NRP) IS a key component of information systems security. and it is a stated need m the Orange Book guidelines for security level classifications. This paper presents a framework of the "accountability" needs of a message communication system. In particular, we demonstrate that the traditional approach of Digital Signature (DS) based solutions to the accountability needs of a message communication system is only one part of the overall problem. In a multihop message delivery system (where the hops could be physically separated routers. or logically distmct multiple software modules), there can be other aspects of accountability that may not be addressed using DS techniques. We identify a specific problem, namely the Sender's .4mbiguity Problem (SAP), that remains to be solved if a comprehensive treatment to accountability could be developed.
Introduction
Information security is a critical concern in computing and communication systems. As the usage of computers, and in particular inter-networked computers, grow in our everyday lives, the security and privacy issues underlying the usage of these computing and communication platforms become key issues. The explosive growth in internet and intra-net based systems to date has further aggravated the needs of securing sensitive communication across the network. Issues in intemet security, and in general security of a distributed system have received significant R&D focus. and requires little elaboration.
Cor$dentialio,. integrin ', authentication, noninterjkrence and accountabilit? , are some of the wellknown issues in information security [l] . The focus of this paper is on accountabiliv. A definition and DDR&E, OSD Washington, DC 2030 l-3 110 paulra@accl.osd.mil framework of accountability may be found in [2] . The term "accountability" broadly implies that the transacting parties in a secure system should be made liable to what they (each, individually) did do, as well as did not do. For example, if a user A did send a particular message, then A (or, some other user in the networked system) should be able to prove (subsequently, if someone else refutes A's claim) that the message was indeed sent. Likewise. if A did not send a particular message. then A (or. some other user in the networked system) should be able to prove that no such message was ever sent by the user A.
The accusations, claims and rebuttals aspect of accountability imply that legal notions can get involved, since a falsified claim of message transfer or a denial of a legitimate message delivery can eventually lead to a court of law, where the criteria of "beyond reasonable doubt" would have to be satisfied before a penalty charge can be asserted in a criminal court (or, a "pre-ponderance of evidence" for a civil court).
between the source and destination'. In such a model, if the source node could prove that it transmitted a message towards to the destination node, then it follows that the destination node must have received the message. This is because there is no other entity between the source and destination nodes but a bare, non-devious and most likely non-intelligent physical media. Hence, if one can prove that the source node did transmit the message, then the delivery of that message to the destination node can be proved.
Multihor, Systems:
However, the problem becomes complex if multiple intermediate nodes get involved. Suppose, a source node S transmits a message to a destination node D, and two intermediate nodes x, and y constitute the message path. S can prove that it did transmit the message, and yet D can refute having received the message at all. D, when asked later to clarify how this could happen, i.e., how, despite a proven message transmittal from S, the message did not reach destination -D could point the source of failure at the intermediate nodes x or y. In reality, however, D might have received the message, and may have had vested (covert) interest in denying having received the message. This constitutes a failure of the system accountability. (Section 3, and particularly Section 3.6 discusses how multihop communication can also be paralleled in a multimodule software component. )
This, and the problems of similar nature, are termed as the SAP (Sender's Ambiguity Problem) issues that can contribute to the failure in accountability in the communication system. The classical solution to accountability needs, namely the digital signature (DS), cannot eliminate the SAP problem. SAP, in a sense, is dual to the role of Digital Signatures. A comprehensive treatment to accountability requires to address both DS and SAP issues.
Contribution
Digital signatures have been viewed as the solution to the accountability needs of secure systems. A proof of message delivery has been traditionally addressed using a return message acknowledgement. For a message from S to D, the following proofs could be made using digital signatures: . If D receives the message, then D can prove that S only could have sent it. . If D receives the message, and sends an (signed) Acknowledgement back to S, and if S receives the Acknowledgement message, then S can prove that D must have received the message. However, the following items are also essence of accountabiliv proofs, which may not be addressed using digital signatures.
' In certain cases, a trusted third party (TTP) [3] was assumed to exist, which could directly communicate with both the source and the destination nodes. The TTP model is built on a centralized, and I -hop communication model, which is extended in this paper to multihop message delivery.
. If D denies (perhaps, falsely) having received the message, then S cannot prove that D did actually receive the message and making a false denial. . If S denies (perhaps, falsely) having received the Acknowledgement message, then D cannot prove that S did actually receive the Acknowledgement and making a false denial. We term the above as Sender's Ambiguity Problem (SAP). A key contribution of this paper is to demonstrate that Digital Signature (D'S) is not a complete solution for accountability, and solutions using the DS techniques (e.g., the Fortezza cards [4]) cannot offer full accountability (refer Section 3.6 for details). The Fortezza cards must be equipped with additional capabilities to solve the SAP issue, which is the focus of this research. SAP issues also relate to reliability/availability, and denial-of-service factors. Finally, a framework for SAP, and an early identification of a suite of SAP metrics are presented.
Accountability: Problem Formulation
Accountability refers to being able to prove what a particular user did do, as well as did not do. In critical business applications, e.g., financial transactions, that are transacted directly in person, i.e., face to face, a large degree of the accountability problem gets solved using handwritten signatures, and double signatures (from both the transacting parties) on hard copies. An implicit assumption in such cases is that both the transacting parties could avail a common meeting place, and carry out the signatures on each others' presence, and/or in presence of a trusted third party (e.g., a notary). However, in electronic transactions, it is not always possible for the message sender and receiver to meet at a common point. In fact, the very need of not having to directly meet in person, leads to the usage and popularity of the electronic transaction forums. But, a price paid is in the potential of fraud and lack of accountability, as formulated below.
Forward and Reverse SAP
In a business transaction between two or more parties, different parties may have vested (i.e.. covert) interests to denial of either sending a message, or receiving a message. Consider, for example, a user S placing a stock purchase request (over the web) at a certain time. Subsequently, if the stock prices fell down, the user S may have good reasons to deny having placed the purchase request. In this case, the (digital) signature of S with the purchase request message will prove that S had indeed placed the purchase request. A dual problem may also occur, where the stock broker (D) realizes that the stock prices went up, and it is convenient 0 business not to have purchased the stocks before the price increase. So, D may deny having received the purchase request from S. In this case, S cannot prove having placed the purchase request, unless it did receive an acknowledgement from D. D may point the blame to un-trusted intermediate routers, and get away with the illegitimate business approach. We term this phenomenon as the forward SAP. In essence, forward SAP, refers to a situation where the sender cannot conclusively prove whether or not the destination node did actually receive the message, or was it a unintentional message transmission failure.
The dual situation, reverse SAP, may also occur. Suppose, S sends a dated (e.g., 48 hours validity) contract to D, and immediately after sending the (signed) contract S realizes that a better business could be to award the contract to a third party, D2. However, since S has already initiated the contract request to D, it cannot be revoked, unless D declines to accept the contract, or a time-out occurs. S chooses to adopt this "time-out" option to nullify the contract as follows: D receives the message, accepts the contract, and sends back (signed) Acknowledgement message towards S. E receives the signed Acknowledgement message, and realizes that it could be convenient business to not accept the Acknowledgement message. Thus. S awaits the passage of 48 hours, and afterwards terminates its previous "contract invitation" to D, and re-awards a contract to D2. User D, when notified of this decision, claims to have signed the initial contract and having sent a signed Acknowledgement message. User S then refutes the claim. and points the blame to an untrustworthy intermediate node.
Note that if an Acknowledgement (from S to D) of the Acknowledgement (of D to S) is required to be sent, then a recurring version of the reverse SAP problem could re-appear. Thus, multiple rounds of Acknowledgement messages is not a solution for the SAP problem.
2.2

Severity of Proof Requirement
In the event of a breach of accountability, where claims, charges and denials (i.e., counter-charges) are going around, eventually the matter (if it is serious enough) may lead to the legal system. Now, a court of criminal law requires to prove "beyond reasonable doubt" before impounding a penalty judgement to a faulty party. If a situation occurs, where it is clear that either a destination node D is making a false denial of message reception, or an intermediate node X could have had a message failure -then. although it is clear that the fault lies with one of the two (D. or X), a penalty judgement can be given to neither.
Accountability denials, for a criminal court, must be resolved in a proven, conclusive and unambiguous fashion. The lack of conclusiveness, and/or unambiguity, if any, should be at an extremely low probability level, e.g., 0.0001% or even lower. For a civil court. accountability denial may be resolved in a less rigid fashion, by using "preponderance of evidence" argument -yet, significant number of indenendent evidences must be gathered (i.e., not just based on "intent" or "motive" to malpractice).
Timing Attributes of Accountability
Accountability, for critical transactions, may include timing aspects as well. For example, with a stock purchase request that has been subsequently denied by the broker, the timing of the transaction is also important. If the message sender cannot prove that (s)he sent the message at a particular time frame, then the motivation for the entire transaction, and refusal thereof (by the receiver), may loose significance. Likewise, in the "48 hour timeout" example stated in Section 2.1 above, establishment of the times of the different actions is a critical step. Therefore. the four aspects of Accountability, or NRP. namely:
Non-repudiation of Submission (NRS) 
3.
Related R&D Issues
As stated before, digital signature is necessary. but not sufficient to provide for the accountability solutions. Requiring a message to have a signed return receipt does not also solve the SAP problem, but it simply defers the issue to a subsequent message. Traffic logging capabilities at the intermediate routers may help to resolve the SAP problem, however, it is not an automatic capability at every station, and also the notion of "trust" at the intermediate nodes need to be resolved. The role of a common, trusted 3'd party, and fairness aspects of non-repudiation are addressed.
Finally, we discuss the possibility of the SAP problem with Fortezza cards [4] . We demonstrate that while a tamperproof Fortezza card may prevent the SAP issue at the network interface card level, it may re-create the SAP issue due to the involvement of the Operating System, possible presence of any Trojan Horse, and commercial-off-the-shelf software application tools. The analogy of multihop computer communication, in this case, applies to multi-module software chain based message flow.
Enctyption and Digital Signature Capabilities
Packet encryption can provide confidentiality, and data integrity. However, no matter how well a packet is encrypted, a packet can get lost' in transmission. If so, without an adequate traffic logging capability, the system cannot conclusively prove whether the packet was indeed lost, or consumed at a certain node (including the destination) and refuted. This ambiguity is the key issue in accountability solutions.
Underlying techniques in packet encryption are also used in the creation of digital signatures. Digital signatures can provide a certain degree of nonrepudiation, however, cannot solve the SAP issue. The distinction is in between the cases of "message has reached", or "has not" -as stated in Section 1.2. If the (signed) message has reached the destination, then the destination can prove that the source alone could have sent it3. Likewise, if the return acknowledgement message has reached the source, then the source can prove that the destination alone could have sent the acknowledgement message. Note that, the return acknowledgement is treated as a message sent from the destination & the source.
However, if the message has not reached (or, claimed to have not been received by the destination), then the respective source nodes cannot prove anythingwhich is the focus of the SAP problem. The sender of the message is left with ambiguity whether the message truly did not reach the destination, or if the destination node is playing fowl and making a false denial. This ambiguity stays both for the message, and its return acknowledgment.
Traceability vs. Accountability: Depending on the terminology used, the lack of accountability, or ambiguity issue discussed here could also be referred to as a "traceability" aspect. The lack of proof on the sender's behalf regarding whether the message truly did not reach the destination, or if the destination node is playing fowl and making a false denial -it is also a case of missing traceability. The fact that the multihop message communication system couldn't provide adequate capabilities to track down, and pin point exactly where the message got lost (if at all), or whether the message was indeed delivered -it creates the ambiguity and lack of conclusiveness in accountability proofs.
Role of Signed Receipt
Traditionally, the issue of how the sender node could prove about the message delivery and reception at the destination -has been addressed using the return ' Encryption cannot offer reliable message delivery mechanisms. A proof by contradiction can be shown. where a noisy channel leads to dropping the entire packet, and encryption cannot help.
' There is a small possibility that a jr" party user could decipher the private signature key of the sender, which has been the traditional focus of digital signature R&D (viz. hou to make the key progressively more difficult to break). It is an orthogonal issue to our research. We assume that the digital signatures are trustworthy, i.e., hard to break.
(signed) acknowledgement issue. The argument is as follows -if the destination node successfully receives the message, un-signs it, and acknowledges the receipt using a return acknowledgement message using its own signature -then upon receipt of the signed acknowledgement, the source node could prove that the destination node must have received the message. This seems to indicate that the SAP problem really does not exist as long as a return signed acknowledgement can be sent.
Such is not the case, on a closer look. The return (signed) acknowledgement message is nothing but a new message transmitted in the opposite direction. e.g., from the destination to the source. While, the return acknowledgement message can prove the delivery of the forward message, the delivery of the acknowledgement message itself becomes an open issue. The return acknowledgement can solve the SAP issue of the forward message. but it re-creates the SAP issue for the acknowledgement message itself. Refer to the example in Section 2.1 (defining reverse SAP) for business motivations to make denials to the acknowledgement message itself.
Traffic Log Capabilities
An accountable multihop message communication system has a close analogy to the Registered mail delivery system of the US Mail. The latter is based on a detail logging capability, at each one of the intermediate mail router stations. There are a set of basic assumptions, or premise in the accountability of such a system, as follows.
First, each intermediate mail router is equipped with a mail logging capability, a process that documents for each registered mail when it was received, by whom, and who sent it out to the next delivery station. In the wake of a refusal, or a false claim afterwards, the system can track down exactly where the packet got lost, or delivered.
Second, the trustworthiness of the mail router stations.
and that of the US Mail service personnel are assumed.
The handwritten signature of the service personnel, and the fact that such personnel have no conflict of interest issue with either the sender or the receiver, lead to the accountability proof.
Third, the reliability of the mail router stations, and that of the service personnel, are assumed. If one particular service person is unavailable on a particular date, another person can replace, and their respective signatures provide the tracking capability as to who logged the registered mails.
Thus, the solution to the SAP problem, if we create an analogy to the US Mail system. seems to indicate the need for a traffic logging capability. It is not a simple solution, however, as keeping a log of the billions of packets flowing through the intemet to date, and that too in a timely fashion (i.e., fast enough) is not an easy task. More importantly. the intemet gateways and traffic routers are existing commercial systems. and they may not agree to insert such capabilities into their existing products. Unless motivated from a commercial and business standpoint, the traffic logging approach may not be a feasible solution for the SAP problem. 
Role of Trusted Third Party
Accountable and trustworthy transactions in business and finance, to date, often rely on a trusted third party concept (e.g., a notary) -which serve as an independent wimess to the transaction, so that a subsequent refusal can be tracked down to the independent witness in a court of law. The same can be extended to accountable electronic transactions, as noted in [3] and shown above (Figure 1 ).
However. the trusted third party (TTP) concept is primarily based on a centralized system, where both the source and the destination nodes could directly communicate with the TTP. A centralized system solution has inherent difficulties of the lack of scalability, and congestion -for example, if a large number of (source, destination)-pair messages are transmitted around the network, then the TTP will be loaded and may become a hot spot (unless, multiple TTPs are invoked). Furthermore, in a multihop communication environment the centralized assumption is no longer true, and the TTP may not be able to witness the transacting activities of the sender (or, the receiver) without having to worry about the trustworthiness of the intermediate routers and nodes. Thus, the TTP approach is essentially for a "l-hop adjacent" system, and may not solve the SAP problem, simply because it cannot scale to multiple hops.
A particular design of accountable message delivery system using TTP needs to be discussed to show the existence of the SAP nroblem. In this design. the source node (S) sends a signed message -to the destination node fD) -but the kev to un-sien the message is held at'the TTP. The de&nation node (D) cannot pre-view the message unless D sends a request to the TTP to obtain the (unique) key to unsign the signed message. (This key, held at the TTP, could vary with time, or message sequence number. or any such changing parameter, such that D could not use a key obtained during previous message exchange to un-sign a subsequent message.) Thus, if D makes the key-request to the TTP, then the TTP will have a record of it, and can prove in a court of law later that D indeed had received the message from S -otherwise, why would D ask for the key to un-sign the message.
However, even in this case, D can create the SAP issue -as follows. D can request for the key from the TTP, and TTP can very well keep a record of such a request. Next, D brings the key back to the destination node, and un-signs the messagepreviews it, and wants to make a denial of "seeing" the message. D argues as follows -while, it is true that the key was requested at the TTP, it was lost during transmission from the TTP to D, and hence, the key quite never reached D. Hence, D was unable to un-sign the message, and never received the "content" of the message. In this case, S or the TTP will not be able to un-ambiguously prove that D did actually receive the key, and unlocked (i.e., unsigned) the message, but making a false denial.
The main accountability denial stems from the fact that the path from the TTP to D is multiple hops (physical hop/router, or multiple software modules).
Fairness Aspects of NRP
In providing an accountable message communication solution, the relative effort to be taken by the sender and the receiver may become an issue. If the entire performance overhead, of providing accountability, is upon the message sender, then it is unfair to the sender side. Likewise, if the entire performance overhead is at the receiver side, then it is unfair to the other extreme. Fairness aspects of the NRP protocols have been studied [3] , where a uniform distribution of the performance overhead to both the parties is an objective. This research is orthogonal to our focus in this paper, however, we note that when a SAP solutions approach is proposed -the fairness aspect should be considered. For example, the accountability related performance overhead should ideally be split uniformly between the source, destination and the intermediate nodes.
SAP Issue in Fortezza Cards
The Fortezza cards [4] have been developed as a solution to the accountability, and many other security needs in secure communication systems. Defense systems of information generation, distribution, and dissemination often rely on Fortezza cards. Now, the SAP problem may also exist for Fortezza card based systems -described as follows.
Consider two cases: 1) where the Fortezza cards are tamperproof, and 2) where they are not. For case 2, the existence of the SAP issue is simpler to illustrate -thus, we address case 1 first. In case 1, since it is a tamperproof system, the Fortezza card (hereafter referred as the Fc) is not likely to participate with the human-destination-user in creating accountability denials. Thus, the possibility where the humandestination-user might have received (and, previewed) a message but does not want to acknowledge having received it (for vested or covert interests) -really does not exist at the Fc level. The Fc cannot be tampered to make a false denial by the humandestination-user. The Fc at the destination user's computer will acknowledge having received the message, and will most likely send an acknowledgement message back at the sender node's Fc. (This argument will also relate to the validity of the SAP issue existence in secure communication protocols, such as SSL. or MISSI.) Therefore, one might question -does the SAP problem really exist for systems equipped with Fc. The answer, we argue, is in affirmative, as discussed below.
To analyze this case further we need to distinguish between the human-destination-user, and the Fc-atdestination. While, the latter is not likely to create a false accountability denial, the former (i.e., the human) can create a false accountability denial. The human-destination-user again can be of two types: human destination user in person, or a trojan horse operating in the human destination user's computer system. There are also other players in the system, namely the Operating System (OS) which is most likely a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) software. and software application tools (e.g., Microsoft Mail, or Netscape Mail). Therefore, the message flow at the destination computers can be as follows:
Fc-destination ++ OS-destination + Mail-ToolDestination 3 human-user-dstn Or,
Fc-destination + OS-destination + Trojan Horse Destination
Logically. each one of the components in the message path. albeit all physically within the destination node's computer, can be paralleled with the multihop message communication path discussed in Section 2.1. It is true that the Fc-destination would possibly not make a false denial of a message receipt (since it is tamperproof), but the human-userdestination can do so. Now, when subsequently, a court of law establishes that the message was indeed received at the Fc-destination, and questions how could it not have reached the human-user-destination _ then the (falsely denying) human-user-destination could point the blame to a not-lOO%-trusted OS, or not-lOO%-tested-and-trusted Mail Tool. Since, these software components are often COTS (for economy, ease and familiarity of usage etc reasons), they cannot be proven to not have created an accidental message loss. The message loss could have occurred for various reasons -as the human-destination-user would argue -such as, buffer overflow, time-out in scheduling, or even an incorrectly designed COTS software.
The notion of trojan horses, and the possibility of their existence, adds to the severity of the above problem. Although, computing systems may be claimed to be tamperproof, and/or free of virus i trojan horse -such is not practical reality. In fact, much of the research motivation in covert channels is based on the distinction between human-user and trojan-horse-user. Identical argument, in this case, would drag the possibility of a remotely-inserted (e.g., Java applet) miscreant into the destination node's computer. The human-destination-user, under a vested (covert) interest plan, may deny having received the message, and get away with it by pointing the blame to a possible trojan horse, which might only have existed for a short period of time, and deleted afterwards (to explain why the trojan horse could not be located at a later time).
The next case is where the Fortezza-card is not tamperproof. In this case, the SAP issue existence is rather straightforward. The "multiple" hops, or steps of communication will not only include the OS, COTS software (as discussed above), but will also include the untrusted physical routers and gateways across the intemet, intra-net and extra-net.
4.
SAP Framework
We propose a framework for SAP, which includes categorization of the underlying R&D issues, and identification of the different types of messaging services and levels of certification that are deemed necessary for an overall accountable message communication system. The framework is followed by a suite of SAP metrics, much of which is left as a future area of research.
NRP Categories
The question is how many different types of nonrepudiation issues that can occur in a system. Section 2.1 identified the forward SAP and reverse SAP issues. which are two distinct types of accountability denials. Following are some of the other types of accountability denials, which by no means is exhaustive.
Forward SAP: A case where the destination node (perhaps falsely) claims to not have received the message, and if the source node claims to have sent the message -then the destination node points the blame to an un-trustworthy intermediate node. The accountability provider mechanism must, in such cases. be able to uniquely identify whether the message was indeed lost in transmission (i.e.. non-intentional), or being falsely denied upon to have been received.
Reverse SAP: A case where the destination node does indeed acknowledge having received the message, and returns a signed acknowledgement message -but the sender node does not declare to have received the acknowledgement message. It could happen in two ways: either the return acknowledgement message gets lost in transmission, or, the sender node makes a false denial. The accountability provider mechanism, must in such cases, be able to uniquely identify whether the return acknowledgement message was indeed lost in transmission, or being falsely denied upon to have reached the sender node.
Iterative SAP: This refers to the iterative SAP between @ward and reverse SAP. The return acknowledgement provides accountability for the forward message, but creates a new lack of accountability for the return message itself. Thus, an acknowledgement for the acknowledgement message, i.e., level-2 acknowledgement, becomes necessary. Likewise, the process continues to level-3, level-4 types of acknowledgement. It can continue forever, unless a termination or arbitration mechanism is in place.
Boolean or Fuz_zy:
Whether the accountability proof is deterministic, or probabilistic. In deterministic accountability, the system is either completely accountable, or not. In probabilistic accountability, the degree of accountability is denoted at a percentage level.
Granularity (per Packet, per Message):
Whether the accountability proof is on a per packet basis or per message basis. Suppose, the traffic logging capability is provided with to track down any accountability denial. The question is then whether the traffic log is generated on a per packet basis, or per message basis. Performance vs. granularity of tracking down the accountability denial is one amongst many tradeoffs here.
Temporal: It refers to the accountability denial, and proof in response, at a particular time instant or interval. Certain accountability denial is regardless of any time instant, e.g., "a particular message was m received". On the other hand, certain other accountability denial is specific to time intervals, e.g., "a particular stock purchase request was not placed before close of business of a given date". Since, many critical business transactions are deadline specific, temporal accountability is a serious concern. In temporal accountability establishment, the notion of a global clock (viz. clock synchronization R&D) is also essential.
Failure Proof
The accountability provider mechanism should be able to distinguish between intentional (i.e., false claims) denials and non-intentional message failures. This is a key distinction, as in one case the conniving party must be penalized, while in the other the loss must be accounted to a non-ideal message transmission medium. In this regard. the accountability provider mechanism would relate to the reliability of message transmission.
4.2
NRP Types of Services
Analogous to the US Mail system, we propose three primary types of NRP services. These are:
. Registered Mail .
Certified Mail .
Special Delivery Mail Registered Mail is the most accountable message delivery mechanism, where at every intermediate router a log entry is created to track the flow of the message. The sender, and every intermediate node are required to have a trusted, reliable, and timely log book creation mechanism, for every transacted message or packet. This type of service is likely to be slow, and require both CPU processing and buffer overhead at the intermediate nodes.
Certified Mail is the next level of accountability, where the sender can provide the proof of sending the document, but cannot prove if the destination node actually received the message. Here, the intermediate nodes may not have as much overhead of tracking all the messages and packets, leading to a higher performance. However, the SAP problem may still exist, as the receiver node may falsely deny having received the message, and no audit can be enacted to prove whose fault it is (the intermediate nodes', or the destination node).
Special Delivery Mail is a special case of the registered mail service, where a particular trusted agent traverses the multihop network along with the message, and carries out the task of traffic log creation at each intermediate node. The sequence of steps to be carried out at each intermediate node remains identical as to those with registered mail, however, here these tasks are carried out by the special (mobile) agent, which achieves both speed and efficiency. This type of service is analogous to a trusted human agent carrying a message in person.
Priority Services:
The above three types of services can be offered in any combination, and particularly at specific priority levels. Thus, one can have priority "high" registered mail, or priority "low" registered mail, and so on. A system wide set of priorities can be assigned, e.g., levels "high", "medium", and "low", or a localized (specific to each node) set of priority values can be adopted. There are well-known tradeoffs [5] for global priority vs. local priority values in real-time scheduling area, and similar tradeoff can be observed in prioritized NRP message transmission also. As an alternative. the priority values can be based on per user basis, e.g., some user deemed more important than some other users. The detailing of these priority services and performance issues thereof remain as a future research.
Billing:
Once the different types of non-repudiation services have been established, it remains as an added task to establish the billing options. e.g., rates for the different types of services. This is an issue to deal with economics of telecommunication services [6] . and is beyond the scope of our current research.
NRP Levels of Certification
We propose a multi-stage quality model to develop different levels of certification for the NRP levels of a particular system under consideration. The idea is to propose a suite of SAP Metrics (refer Section 4.4). and either A) a set of weight or relative importance factors to combine these metrics into a single parameter, or B) a set of rules (i.e., logic flow) to unify the measured values into a SAP level. An weighted combination of the measurements (per the SAP Metrics), and the weights lead to a composite NRP capability of the system. Next, the composite NRP capability of the system can be compared against a threshold, and a certification level can be arrived. Thus, our approach is based on the following ideas: . Suite of SAP Metrics, including some binary and some multi-level metrics. The metrics include both network-centric, and security specific attributes. Identification of the SAP metrics, in detail, and in particular those for multiple software modules (instead of multiple network nodes) is left aside as a future research.
5.
Summary and Conclusion
This paper shows that digital signatures alone cannot offer a comprehensive solution to the accountability needs of a secure multihon communication system.
While digital signatures are necessary, but they are not sufficient for the accountability needs, and a class of accountability denial problems (namely, "Sender's Ambiguity Problem or SAP) need to be resolved. The approach of using return (signed) acknowledgement messages to offer round-trip accountability may be inadequate, as the acknowledgement for the acknowledgement message becomes a necessity in an iterative fashion. We discuss related R&D i;;;sses;.g., message logging, packet encryption, aspects of nonrepudiation, and trusted 3'd party models are addressed. Finally, we propose a framework for SAP. including different types of non-repudiation categories, various services for highly accountable message delivery, and an approach for the nonrepudiation (NRP) level of certification. The latter, i.e., NRP level of certification, leads to a suite of SAP metrics, identified in this paper. Future research includes both measurement & metrics (i.e.. Test and Evaluation) and algorithms to & the SAP issue.
